Shirt

Boys

Girls

Solid white button-down shirts tucked into the
pants and an official Drew Senior Academy
necktie

Solid white button-down shirts with a sleeve, straightcut or tucked-in, with an official Drew Senior
Academy necktie or cross-tie

Solid khaki pants or shorts worn at the waist
Pants and with a neutral color belt
Skirts

Solid khaki or official Drew plaid skirts worn no more
than 3 three inches above the knee
(Solid white, black, brown, gray or navy tights may be
worn with a uniform skirt)
or
Solid khaki pants or shorts worn no more than three
inches above the knee
(Pants, shorts and skirts with belt-loops must be worn
with a black or brown belt)

(Cargo pants and cargo shorts are not allowed)
Any closed toe and school appropriate shoe (no slides, flip flops, or Crocs) that will not distract from
Shoes and
the learning environment (no bright or neon colors)*
Socks
Hair

All hair and facial hair should be neatly
groomed with respect to cultural norms.

All hair should be neatly groomed with respect to
cultural norms.

Students are encouraged to wear their official Drew Senior Academy blazer every day and may be
required to wear it for particular events. Students may also wear the following:
 Outerwear purchased from Tommy Hilfiger School Uniforms, specifically: the V-Neck
Sweater, Cardigan Sweater, the V-Neck Pullover Sweater Vest and the Polar Fleece Zip Front
Jacket
Jackets
 Official Drew letterman jackets purchased from Creative Keystrokes
and
Sweaters
(http://www.creativekeystrokes.net)
 Official Drew athletic zip-up jackets purchased as part of participation in a sport
 Forest Green or White V-neck Sweater or Cardigan Sweater
All other outerwear, including but not limited to jackets, vests, sweatshirts, hoodies and shooting shirts,
regardless of whether or not they are Drew items, should be stored during the school day.
 Jeans Passes may be issued as a reward or incentive. Students with jeans passes are
encouraged, but not required to wear a Drew spirit wear (t-shirt, jacket, sweatshirt,
etc). Students may wear jeans, cargo pants or other appropriate style pants without holes or
rips, but may not wear sweatpants, leggings or tights. Students may also wear sneakers, but
Other
not flip-flops, slides or Crocs.
 When approved by the administration select team and spirit clothing may be allowed on
particular school days. Organization/Club t-shirts cannot be worn in lieu of a shirt and tie
unless explicit approval is given.
 All accessories should be consistent with the formal and professional spirit of the uniform policy.
 Head coverings are only allowed for religious reasons inside of the school building.
 Underwear, lingerie, bare cleavage, shoulders, midriffs, backs or hips should be covered at all times.
Uniform clothing can be purchased on-line w/ Tommy Hilfiger School Uniforms using the sites below.
 http://www.globalschoolwear.com/

